ListenIR
The Best Infrared Assistive Listening Solution

Why ListenIR?

• Best-in-class sensitivity
• Easily expandable
• Superior coverage
• Crystal clear sound
• Discreet receiver
• Integrated neck loop
• Channel naming
• Inventory management
• OLED display
• Advanced rechargeable battery
• Secure audio

Traditional Stethoscope Infrared Receiver

• Small IR signal sensor
• Prone to audio drops
• Obtrusive design
• Unsanitary
• Uncomfortable

ListenIR iDSP Infrared Receiver

• Receives IR signal from anywhere on the unit
• 360º degree coverage
• Virtually no audio drops
• Sleek and discreet design
• Easy to sanitize

Add ListenIR iDSP receivers to ANY installed infrared system for an improved audio experience.

The iDSP receiver operates on four wideband channels:

Channel 1 (2.3 MHz) | Channel 2 (2.8 MHz)
Channel 3 (3.3 MHz) | Channel 4 (3.8 MHz)

A Better Experience!

Neck loops help meet compliance and provide a better, personalized listening experience for people with hearing loss that use telecoil-enabled hearing aids and cochlear implants.

Listening Options for Everyone!

ListenIR iDSP receivers have a standard 3.5 mm connector to offer your customers a personalized solution.

Neck Loops  Headphones  Earbuds

ListenIR provides a superior listening experience.
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